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With 25 years of experience 
delivering engaging and       

educational tech keynotes   
and trainings Christina “CK” 
Kerley is renowned for her 
charismatic personality and 

relentless reinvention. 

Her extensive range— a 
catalog of 15+ topics across 
10+ technologies—sets CK 
apart from other speakers
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In this insightful session, CK explores how AI, Auto-
mation, and Robotics are transforming the Future of 
Work across: the emerging careers that humans will 
pursue; the rise of machine coworkers; and the 
essential competencies required for success.

Packed with examples, forecasts, and “aha-moments” 
this session is divided into 3 overarching impacts of:

Impact #1: New Careers: AI elevates human roles, and 
reshapes the nature of work that humans will engage 
in. As AIs take on more tasks that have historically been 
performed by humans they will “promote” people to 
work in different—and better!—roles and activities.

Impact #2: New Coworkers: Humans will transition 
from working on machines to collaborating with 
machine coworkers. This shift requires us to reframe 
our view of “human-machine teamwork,” and learn 
how to integrate AIs into the workplace ethically and 
efficiently to increase productivity, job fulfillment, and 
business outcomes.

Impact #3: New Competencies: A new era demands a 
new skillset—and this time reskilling is vastly different 
on two fronts: first, the skillsets needed will be 
comprised of BOTH technical literacy and emotional 
intelligence. And second, continuous learning has 
pivoted in priority to that of strategic imperative. After 
all, AI capabilities will continue to evolve, and human 
skills must keep pace.

Book CK today to start preparing for a vastly different 
workplace of tomorrow.
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“CK changes the energy level 

of a room…and it only gets 

better as she speaks!”

“CK’s content, style, passion

and performance 

are bar none!”

“CK’s insights, incredible 

energy and contagious 

passion gives marketers 

the guidance they need.”

“An exceptional speaker, 

I hung on CK’s every word 

as she made complex technical 

concepts accessible to everyone.”

“By the end of CK”s energetic, 

engaging speech, everyone is 

thinking, “How do I make this 

happen in MY business!”

“With humor and high 

energy, CK easily transfers 

her passion for innovation 

to her audience!”

“CK never just “brings it”… 

she has a way of bringing it 

BEYOND!”

“CK session was in many 

ways a game-changer for 

our future plans.”

“A rare presenter that 

meets the needs of those 

that are new to tech and 

those with experience.”

“Incredibly 

informative and 

entertaining.”

“A powerhouse 

of knowledge, 

passion and 

engaging 

delivery.”

“An engaging speaker who 

makes everyone feel 

connected, inspired 

and thirsting for more!”

“CK was phenomenal—

incredibly fun, 

knowledgeable, and 

engaging!”

“One of the most-

gifted presenters 

I have ever seen.”

“CK has a gift…

we were all

mesmerized!”

“Truly unique—CK is engaging, 

entertaining, and full of life!”
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